RIMES BDS
Powering State Street Alpha & Charles River
Index Data Services
SM

RIMES Technologies’ Benchmark Data Services (RIMES BDS) is now the preferred
Benchmark/Index data solution within State Street Bank & Trust’s – Alpha Data Services
(ADS) and Charles River (CRD) platforms. State Street and RIMES have been partnering
for close to 10 years meeting the benchmark data management needs of our joint asset
management clients through State Street’s asset management services.
Together, we have expanded that partnership to help deliver a best of breed solution set
that enables existing and potential ADS and CRD clients to maximize operational efficiency
and scalability, improve data quality, and minimize the internal costs of benchmark data
management while limiting operational and regulatory risks, and maintaining full control.

Potential
Client Benefits
Operational & Technology Benefits
· Increased operational governance
· Reduced operational risk
· Reduced operational (TCO) and project
costs
· Improved overall ROI of middle office
operations
· Simplified internal and operational
processes
· Improved overall time to market
· Enhanced operational responsiveness

Business Benefits
· Optimized client experience –
integrated service provider and
business solution
· Resources freed to focus on core
business activities
· Improved transparency and lineage
· Highest benchmark quality control
standards in the market
· Improved productivity and output
· Enhanced business agility

· Clients insulated from vendor feed/
methodology changes
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Why RIMES BDS?
The RIMES Benchmark Data Service (BDS) is an award-winning* service using
specialist knowledge to provide a comprehensive solution to index and benchmark
data management challenges. BDS covers all of the elements of good data processing:
collection, validation, remediation, transformation, storage and distribution resulting
in a flexible, robust and scalable data management operating model designed to bring a
reduction to the total cost of data ownership.
Partnering with a recognized Index and Benchmark Industry leader**:
· Buy-side expertise: 25 years’ experience
· 1,800 data sources from an unrivalled range of index data partners
· 350 Buyside clients globally (and growing)
· 75,000 feeds sent daily
· 80 Third-party solutions and in-house systems
· Long standing trusted partnership with all the index providers
· Comprehensive coverage: 3.4 million indices, 720+ data partners
· 2007-2020 Best Data Provider to the Buyside by Waters Technology

RIMES BDS - Index and Benchmark service:
· Quality of RIMES data service
· High quality control standards
· One of the best time to market in the industry
· Strong governance controls
· RIMES Team-Leading industry experience and expertise
· Strong leadership and commitment to Benchmark Data Management

Innovative-Agile-Visionary business partner:
· Highly scalable modern infrastructure
· Fully managed service with seamless integration
· Elastic delivery - new data sources onboarded rapidly
· Dedicated infrastructure - helps free your IT team to focus on core business
· Governed workflow Portal/Dashboard (ROL)
· Ever evolving and expanding data management capabilities across multiple data domains
· Highly developed and scalable operational Infrastructure
· Custom delivery build for seamless integration

Optimized Servicing Infrastructure and Quality Control:
· Global customer support
· 24/7 global service model
· Complete transparency of data feeds status through RIMES Online
· Quality control practices helping bring the highest quality benchmark data to the market
SOURCE: *https://www.rimes.com/insights/lucky-13-rimes-wins-best-data-provider-at-waterstechnology-buy-side-technology-awards-2020-for-a-record-13th-time/
RIMES Technologies Data Coverage Guide as of 12/21
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Multiple Solutions for State Street Alpha &
Charles River Clients
Front Office Solution (FO):
· Standard and Custom Index Level – top level index data with multiple currency
variants
· Forward Constituents - Standard and Custom
· Beginning of Day Constituents
· Proforma Constituents

Middle Office Solution (MO):
· Standard and Custom Index Level – top level index data with multiple currency
variants
· Return Constituents – Standard and Custom
· End of Day Constituents

Enterprise Solution – combination of Front- and Middle-office solutions
(Enterprise):
· Standard and Custom Index Level – top level index data with multiple currency
variants
· Forward + Return + Beginning of Day + Proforma + End of Day Constituents
· RIMES Calculated Blend (Index and/or Constituent)

RIMES BDS offers a customized, fit for purpose enterprise
wide data feed solution set and output specially designed
for the Alpha Data Service (ADS)

Front – Middle
– and Enterprise
Index packages
that aligns
with the ADS
Platform

Index &
constituent
level
benchmarks
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RIMES
RIMES is an award-winning data management and regulatory technology specialist that truly understands the challenges
faced by its customers. It serves over 350 asset managers, owners, servicers, and banks in 45 countries including 60 of the
100 largest global asset managers by AUM and 9 of the top 10 asset servicers in the world. The RIMES Benchmark Data
Service (RIMES BDS) is a fully managed data service for sourcing, validating, transforming, distributing, and storing index
and benchmark data. Learn more at www.rimes.com.

Charles River Development, A State Street Company
Investment firms, asset owners, wealth managers, hedge funds and insurers in ~30 countries rely on Charles River’s
front and middle office investment management platform to manage more than ~US$35 Trillion in assets. Together
with State Street’s middle and back office capabilities, Charles River’s cloud-deployed software technology forms the
foundation of State Street Alpha℠. The Charles River Investment Management Solution (Charles River IMS) is designed
to automate and simplify the institutional investment process across asset classes, from portfolio management and
risk analytics through trading and post-trade settlement, with integrated compliance and managed data throughout.
Charles River’s growing partner ecosystem enables clients to seamlessly access external data and analytics, applications
and liquidity venues that support the demands of their product and asset class mix. Headquartered in Burlington,
Massachusetts, we serve clients globally with more than 1,000 employees in 11 regional offices. (Statistics as of Q3 2021)
For more information, please visit crd.com.

About State Street Corporation
State Street Corporation (NYSE: STT) is one of the world’s leading providers of financial services to institutional investors
including investment servicing, investment management and investment research and trading. With $43.3 trillion in
assets under custody and/or administration and $3.9 trillion* in assets under management as of September 30, 2021,
State Street operates globally in more than 100 geographic markets and employs approximately 39,000 worldwide. For
more information, visit State Street’s website at www.statestreet.com.
*Assets under management as of September 30, 2021 includes approximately $60 billion of assets with respect to SPDR® products for which State Street Global
Advisors Funds Distributors, LLC (SSGA FD) acts solely as the marketing agent. SSGA FD and State Street Global Advisors are affiliated.
© 2021 State Street Corporation - All Rights Reserved

Charles River Development - A State Street Company is a wholly owned business of State Street Corporation (incorporated in Massachusetts).
This document and information herein (together, the “Content”) is subject to change without notice based on market and other conditions and may not reflect the
views of State Street Corporation and its subsidiaries and affiliates (“State Street”). The Content is provided only for general informational, illustrative, and/or
marketing purposes, or in connection with exploratory conversations; it does not take into account any client or prospects particular investment or other financial
objectives or strategies, nor any client’s legal, regulatory, tax or accounting status, nor does it purport to be comprehensive or intended to replace the exercise
of a client or prospects own careful independent review regarding any corresponding investment or other financial decision. The Content does not constitute
investment research or legal, regulatory, investment, tax or accounting advice and is not an offer or solicitation to buy or sell securities or any other product, nor is
it intended to constitute any binding contractual arrangement or commitment by State Street of any kind. The Content provided was prepared and obtained from
sources believed to be reliable at the time of preparation, however it is provided “as-is” and State Street makes no guarantee, representation, or warranty of any
kind including, without limitation, as to its accuracy, suitability, timeliness, merchantability, fitness for a particular purpose, non-infringement of third-party rights,
or otherwise. State Street disclaims all liability, whether arising in contract, tort or otherwise, for any claims, losses, liabilities, damages (including direct, indirect,
special or consequential), expenses or costs arising from or connected with the Content. The Content is not intended for retail clients or for distribution to, and
may not be relied upon by, any person or entity in any jurisdiction or country where such distribution or use would be contrary to applicable law or regulation.
The Content provided may contain certain statements that could be deemed forward-looking statements; any such statements or forecasted information are
not guarantees or reliable indicators for future performance and actual results or developments may differ materially from those depicted or projected. Past
performance is no guarantee of future results. No permission is granted to reprint, sell, copy, distribute, or modify the Content in any form or by any means
without the prior written consent of State Street.
The offer or sale of any of these products and services in your jurisdiction is subject to the receipt by State Street of such internal and external approvals as it deems
necessary in its sole discretion. Please contact your sales representative for further information. State Street may from time to time, as principal or agent, for its own
account or for those of its clients, have positions in and/or actively trade in financial instruments or other products identical to or economically related to those discussed
in this communication. State Street may have a commercial relationship with issuers of financial instruments or other products discussed in this communication.
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